In the past wave functions of integral order have been used quite advantageously in the solution of certain antenna and boundary-value problems. However, in some instances these wave functions are completely alien to the problem and introduce difficulties which, indeed, can be resolved but only at the expense of logical simplicity. To place in evidence the usefulness and "naturalness" of complex order wave functions for the solution of certain problems, we examine theoretically the input admittance of a boss antenna with the aid of these functions.
Introduction
Suppose we desire to construct a solution to the wave equation for all permissible values of r end 9 . Then according to (9) and (12) the electromagnetic field is given by the following expressions:
Now we examine the solution of the wave equation (lU) that satisfies the radiation condition (h) and the boundary condition,
In view of (16) is unrestricted (a complex number), the solution of (19) is the Legendre function Py (cos 9). This function is identical to the hypergeometric function, i.e.,
and is finite for all 9 except 9 -tt . The corresponding solution of 
Ny (ka) is e normalization factor which can bo obtained from (28) by a>i application of 1»Hospital'3 rule for the limit ]/_^.j/ , and, of course, 6
is the well-known Kronecker delta.
Hence, the solution of (lb) which satisfies the boundary condition (18) and the Sonmerfeld radiation condition is given by a sum over all J^'st u(r,9) "2_/^ hj, (1) 
Substituting (35) into (31), we see that the magnetic field at any point in the antenna region is given by 
and the A *s are roots of the transcendental equation
The orthogonality relations, b J\(P) R n (p) Pdp-6^ (la) a J fi^p) dp -0
immediately follow from (38) and (39).
Since Hw must be continuous across the aperture, we have HJ* (r,f) « HJ"\P,0) for a^pa&b. Thus from (36) and (37) [jj(p)dp] 2Zj y\?
(jp-dp-^(p»)h J / 1) (kp-A We choose -as a trial function. That is, we let £(p) -"" in (1*8). Iue to the orthogonality relation (1*2), (1*8) becomes b 2Hl C o£k^hi 1) 0<P> dp) 2 g Py(Q) 
